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Prayer That Moves God
"The Complete Works of Zacharias Tanee
Fomum on Prayer (Volume 3)” contains the
following books: 1) Life-Changing Thoughts on
Prayer (Volume 2) 2) The Ministry of
Supplication 3) Moving God Through Prayer 4)
Waiting on the Lord in Prayer 5) Prayer
Crusades (Volume 1) The life-changing thoughts
on prayer contained in this volume are like the
pings that get the believer to detect the will and
leading of God in various domains of prayer.
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Each one of the thoughts is an entire topic to be
pursued, explored, and developed to the fullest.
As you go through these thoughts, you are
travelling with the author along his journey
around the world, doing God’s work of ministry,
while in the midst of prayer. Supplication is
handled from the glaring example of Hannah
who, having been barren for a long while,
desperately asked God for a baby, as her priced
treasure to be given back to Him. In
supplication, the supplicant is so desperate that
he will not rest and will not receive ‘No’ from
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God for an answer. This goes on till the point of
breakthrough. Those who make requests while
keeping other options open are not supplicating.
With supplication, there is one request, no
options and no plan ‘B’. The reader will also
learn how to move God through prayer. There is
no way anyone can move God through prayer if
he does not know the perfect will of the Lord
about what he is praying for. It is those who
know God’s will and pray that will back to Him
that moves Him through to answer and to do
things in response to prayer. God is not obliged
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to answer prayer that is not in tandem with His
will. The dynamics of waiting on the Lord in
prayer are not the tools of a rapacious world that
wants instantaneous answers to prayer. One
may have to abide in ceaseless prayer before
the Lord about an issue for a year, ten years, or
more, and not give up until the day the Lord
answers or gives assurance that He will surely
answer. This volume ends with the author’s
practical life of prayer crusades, praying with his
people. Prayer crusades range from 8 hours, 10
hours or more of personal or group prayer daily
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for periods ranging from 21 days to 40 days and
beyond. In this final part of the volume, the
reader finds himself in the prayer crusades,
praying with the author and his people.
Prayers that strike the mark are specific prayers
authorized by the Holy Spirit and endowed with
divine power to accomplish the will of God in
your life and for the needs of the world. On the
cross, Jesus fulfilled the ultimate answer to all
of our prayers, but He awaits our invitation to
come into our situations and circumstances.
When people of prayer intercede, they create a
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meeting place between the heavenly Father and
His children. God comes upon the person who is
praying and moves them from the natural to the
supernatural. Empowered by God, the
intercessor has the authority to cut down enemy
forces and pick out "targets" for God’s lightning
bolts of glory, bringing victory and
breakthrough. Intercession could be called
"extreme prayer” because it links extreme needs
with the extraordinary power of God. Inserting
ourselves into the gap between God and a need,
we call upon the Holy Spirit, our Helper, who is
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ready to move us from finite ability to infinite
ability, take hold of difficult situations, and help
accomplish the will of God. We have the great
honor of being called to “paint targets” on cities,
churches, ministries, family members,
contemporary "Sauls" (those who persecute or
cause difficulty), and even ourselves. Our
believing, persistent prayers will Strike the
Mark! “He covers His hands with the lightning,
and commands it to strike the mark” (Job 36:32
NASB).
Many people today find that their prayers don’t
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“work.” And like a broken cell phone, DVD
player, or TV remote, they throw prayer out as
unnecessary “clutter” in their busy lives. Anne
Graham Lotz has found that while prayer does
work, sometimes the “pray-ers” don’t. So she
has turned to the prophet Daniel for help. The
Daniel Prayer is born deep within your soul,
erupts through your heart, and pours out on
your lips, words created by and infused with the
Spirit of God quivering with spiritual electricity.
It’s really not an everyday type of prayer. It’s a
prayer birthed under pressure. Heartache. Grief.
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Desperation. It can be triggered by a sudden
revelation of hope. An answer to prayer, a
promise freshly received, a miracle that lies just
over the horizon. Join Anne in a thrilling
discovery of prayer that really works. This book
will help you pray effectively for your nation, for
your families, and for yourself.
Prayer is not a practice or a ritual. It is a place. A
secret place in the Spirit. A place of divine
encounters with our heavenly Father where we
express our love for Him and enter the
dimensions of His glory and power. Where we
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welcome His presence, receive His revelation
and guidance for our life, and are empowered to
serve His purposes on earth while experiencing
the outpouring of His grace through miracles,
healings, deliverances, and salvations. With a
scriptural foundation, the conviction of personal
experience, and the evidence of many
testimonies, Guillermo Maldonado passionately
reveals how to enter this place in the Spirit so
we, as the body of Christ, can become “a house
of prayer.” Discover the joy of two-way
communication with the Father. Learn not only
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to hear His voice but to listen and act on what
He is saying to you. See how to build momentum
in your prayer life, creating a spiritual
atmosphere in which God moves powerfully on
behalf of His people. Discover essential keys for
breakthrough--and how to have all your prayers
answered according to God's will and Word.
There has never been a more vital time to find
our place in prayer. We are in a period of
increased opposition from the enemy as we
draw closer to the day of Christ’s return. This
requires us to attain a higher level of spiritual
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power and authority, which can only come
through breakthrough prayer that ushers us into
God’s presence. Nothing else will prepare us to
meet the challenges that are coming our way.
Nothing else will prepare us for the second
coming of Christ. Now is the time to be
spiritually vigilant! Now is the time to watch and
pray!
Prayers For Healing & Prayers For Strength
A Practical Pattern for Prayer
Truth Plus Love
Teach Me How to Pray
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21 Days of Deeper Prayer
Prayers of a Child’s Heart
Unleashing the Power of Praying in the Throne
Room
THOSE who pray know that prayer gets answered
by God. In the ecological culture of prayer and its
sublime gestational realm, spiritual phenomena
metamorphose into tangible physical realities as a
well-sculpted script in its gamut of performance
delivery. Divinity rules in the affairs of men on this
side of the divide depending on how well-guided
prayer pundits are. This book, ‘PREVAILING
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PRAYERS OF INTERCESSION AND
SUPPLICATION GUIDES,’ sets out to sensitize and
equip readers by giving a sense of proper direction
through a biblical predisposition to the fact that an
unanswered prayer is never God’s desire. Prayers
channelled through the holy vessels of God are
honoured by God. Hence, Psalms 66:18 says, “If I
regard iniquity in my heart, the Lord will not hear
me.” There are several kinds of prayer but a prayer
of intercession involves standing in the gap as a
bridge for others’ welfare to turn things around and
sustain positive changes. It redirects the vicissitudes
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of life and makes living much better for both the
prospects or targets of prayer and its subjects who
can spare time to be with God without selfishness
and bitterness. Intercessory prayer moves
mountains, removes barriers, breaks yokes or
chains, lifts burdens, rolls away sorrows, gives
victory in every battle of life, provides calmness in
crisis and eases perplexing situations confronting
believers and the world itself in its socio-economic
and political landscapes. In the same breath, through
prayers of supplication, we receive assurance,
protection, authority, and dominion. It reveals our
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dependence on God, takes us to the realm of the
supernatural and moves God to act on our behalves.
In these last days, believers have to be guided to
repair the altar of prayer and get acquainted with
God more than ever before according to Job
22:21-30. Many saints of old left us their footprints in
the ministry of intercession and supplication among
whom are Abraham, Moses, Elijah and a host of
others. They were all successful in their time. If only
we too would consecrate and commit ourselves to
the ministry of intercession and supplication, we will
succeed and make enviable marks in our churches,
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homes, environment, and nations. More importantly,
we must believe in the power of intercession in order
to activate it, operate in it, practice it and seek God
on behalf of others. Premised on the foregoing, our
prayers must be fervent, effectual and importunate if
we would to get things done and have results. We
ourselves must be sold-out to Jesus and develop a
loving beauty of spirit for other people as we engage
in prayer without ceasing. With our spirit given up to
God in intercession, there is hope for our Churches,
nations, and ministries. Ultimately, our rewards shall
be great from the Good Lord Who does not owe
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anyone.
From the BookMeet three who discovered the power
of “breakthrough prayer.”“My husband and I had a
dream of helping desperate young women. But no
banker in his right mind would finance such a
venture. So we prayed and God broke through every
single obstacle we faced. That was just the
beginning of the wonderful roller-coaster ride we call
‘faith.’”—Grace (chapter 7)“Voices inside my head
were constantly screaming at me. I became like an
animal in the street, muttering or yelling out a stream
of profanity as people passed by. One day I
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screamed out, Jesus, help me! O God, you’re my
only hope! That was the breakthrough prayer that
saved my life.”—Danny (chapter 2)“Talk about
breakthrough prayer! I was buried under 110 stories
of steel and concrete after the collapse of the World
Trade Center Towers when God heard my cry for
help.”—Genelle (chapter 3)
Prayer is essential in order to communicate with
God. Many individuals do not know how to pray and
do not understand the importance of prayer. Prayer
is our heavenly language and a tool to be used to
bring peace, solace and direction into our lives. It is
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in prayer that we find God, hear God and are
directed by God. Prayer is often underrated and
misunderstood. Yet, it is one of the most important
elements in the life of a believer. However, prayer
was not just created for the believer but for all
mankind. It is in prayer that God sees our heart and
it is in prayer that God reveals his heart to us. This
book is designed to teach the lay person and the
avid believer the importance of prayer and the
benefits of prayer. Prayer has the ability to impact
our lives in a positive way and is a game changer in
our lives. Prayer on its own is not enough but
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effectual prayer moves the heart of God and moves
God to listen to our every need. There are some
rudiments of prayer, that when understood and
utilized will yield unbelievable results in our lives and
usher us into an intimate space with God.. My aim is
to help the reader understand how to touch God
through prayer and other spiritual elements that
move God. .
Let Rivers of Living Water Flow Through You! Do
you wish your Christianity had a little more power in
it? Jesus told His followers, “Whoever believes in
me, as the Scripture has said, ‘Out of his heart will
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flow rivers of living water’” (John 7:38). These rivers
come from the presence of the Holy Spirit. When you
consistently experience an intimate relationship with
God, He moves with awesome power, flowing
through you into the lives of those around you. God
wants you to experience Him in this way! If you
spend the next twenty-one days reading this book
and joining in interactive prayers, then genuine rivers
of the Spirit will burst through your life. If you are
willing, God Himself will shower you with His
presence. You will learn how to pray to a heavenly
Father who hears and answers you. You will
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experience moments with Him that will transform you
from the inside out and take you to the next level in
your Christian walk. Jim Maxim’s 21 Days of Deeper
Prayer will truly help you Discover an Extraordinary
Life in God.
PREVAILING PRAYERS OF INTERCESSION AND
SUPPLICATION GUIDES
Intercessory Prayer
Where God Always Hears and Answers
Prevailing Prayers of Intercession and Supplication
How Prayer Moves Us Ever Closer to God
Bible Verses on Prayer
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Prayer That Moves God

Andrew Wommack uncovers the traditions and
misconceptions in prayer that often bring more suffering
than good! In finding out how Jesus taught us to pray, we
can bring joy back into our relationship with God. Many
people, who truly love God with all of their heart, find it
difficult to pray as they have been taught. And their oncevibrant relationship with the Lord had become stifled,
mechanical, and lifeless. What they don't understand is
that prayer is an opportunity to have communion with
God-fellowship with the Father. Of course it includes
requests because we need help from our Father every
day, but it also includesPage
a connection
and friendship with
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God. Readers may find it amazing that God would talk
with them just as a friend, but His greatest desire is for
His children to know Him in much the same, intimate way
as He knows them. After 30 years of ministry, Andrew
Wommack has discovered some important things about
prayer including what prayer is and what it is not.
Readers will uncover the traditions and misconceptions
in prayer and discover true and meaningful communion
with God through Jesus' example of prayer. More
importantly, they'll come to know a new, profound joy
and fulfillment in their relationship with God, receiving the
answers they need. The subject of prayer has been
touched on many times through classic and current
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authors, but Andrew Wommack brings a fresh approach
to prayer by defuncting the common traditions that make
prayer laborious and lifeless. In much the same style as
Tommy Tenny's The God Chasers and Jim Cymbala's
Fresh Wind, Fresh Fire, readers will be thrilled to find a
God who desires to talk with them anytime, whenever
they are open and willing.Readers will learn to develop
vibrant, open communication with the Father all
throughout their day.
A lot of us Christians struggle with our prayer lives. While
we are aware of the power of prayer and yearn to pray,
we find it hard to believe the few words we utter on our
kneels will bring about that change we crave. At this
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point, praying can feel awkward, and in comes doubt; is
God is really listening? Will He grant our requests? This
book Teach Me How to Pray: Learning How to Pray
Effective Prayers that Get Answered will show you how
to approach God in prayer and have Him listen to you.
You will learn what moves God to grant our prayer
requests and why He turns His back. It is a practical
guide to purposeful praying. You will learn what prayer
is, what it is not, what holds your prayers from getting
answered, and what to do when this happens.
Do you ever feel your prayers are anemic? Hollow? Then
this six-session video Bible study (DVD sold separately)
is for you! Bestselling author Anne Graham Lotz looks at
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the life of Daniel and unpacks the prayer he prayed in
Daniel 9. Unlike the everyday now-I-lay-me-down-tosleep kind of prayer, this was a prayer birthed under
heartache...grief...desperation. It was a plea for Heaven
to move and change his nation. For an entire generation,
Daniel's people had been held in captivity and separated
from their homeland–and thus separated from God. But
when Daniel read a prophecy in which God said He
would restore His people to Jerusalem after seventy
years, he claimed that promise and cried out to the Lord
to bring it to pass. Daniel's example of praying God's
Word back to Him is what Anne calls "reversed thunder."
In this study, Anne explains how we, too, can reverse the
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thunder until Heaven is moved and our own worlds
change. Following the pattern of Daniel's original prayer,
she helps us develop a more meaningful and powerful
prayer life. As we learn how to storm the gates of
Heaven and refuse to let go, we will see real change in
the lives of not only those we are praying for, but also
our own. Our prayers will become more effective as our
faith is deepened and our personal relationship with God
is strengthened. This guide includes weekly Bible study
readings, video teaching notes, group discussion
questions, group activities, and space for writing your
own prayers. It is ideal for use in small groups and
Sunday school classes and includes a simplified Bible
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study track for more limited meeting time (such as a
workplace lunchtime setting). Sessions include:
Preparing for Prayer Prompting in Prayer Pleading in
Prayer Prevailing in Prayer The Battle in Prayer This
study guide is designed for use with The Daniel Prayer
Video Study (sold separately). A Facilitator's Guide is
included on the DVD only, with Additional Resources.
What principles enabled the concerned mom of two
junior high school students to move from deciding she
needed to pray for her kids at school to becoming the
founder of a worldwide prayer movement called Moms In
Prayer International? Fern Nichols is a passionate
believer in the power of prayer. She knows that a regular
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habit of prayer can change things--can bring home
wayward children, heal broken marriages, and provide
answers to desperate situations. Prayer can also bring a
new kind of peace and contentment no matter what
hardships or disappointments we face. But most
important, Fern knows that through prayer we can
experience, firsthand, an ever-increasing intimacy with
God. In Moms In Prayer, Fern Nichols reveals how she
teaches women to pray in a way that changes their lives
and the lives of those they love. She teaches the
principles and practices that will not only revolutionize
the way people think about prayer, but the way they do
pray, leading them into a deeper intimacy with Jesus,
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who is always interceding on our behalf. Sparkling with
real-life stories of God at work in the lives of praying
moms, Fern introduces us to the four prayers that are the
foundation of the Moms In Prayer approach to prayer:
Praise--Praying according to the attributes of God
Confession--Breaking strongholds
Thanksgiving--Expressing a grateful heart
Intercession--Standing in the gap with Jesus. What
transforms these well-known elements of prayer into
such a powerful force in Moms In Prayer International?
Fern Nichols introduces a way of praying that energizes,
creates an appetite for intimacy with God, overcomes
spiritual paralysis, eliminates fear, unveils the heart and
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character of God, and transforms the pray-er’s life and
perspective. She teaches how to pray effectively with
others, how to prepare for the spiritual battles that swirl
when prayer is on the move, how to persist in prayer in
the face of hopelessness and despair, and how to use
Scripture for effective prayer. God hears
A Christian Book for Women of Prayer
Essential Elements of Prayer
Placing Them in the Heart of God
Prayer That Moves Heaven and Changes Nations
Praying the Prison Epistles
A Handbook Manual for Prayer Generals
Prevailing Prayer
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Prayer that moves God, this I know will generate a thousand and one
reactions. It is not to say that God will move literally, but that He will
act and intervene in your given situation. When you pray a prayer of
faith, God is committed to act. Paul and Silas prayed and praised God
and the bible records that there was an earthquake, which caused the
prison doors to be opened. This was God in action. When you pray
and your heart is full of doubt, it will not move God Good
understanding of prayer makes the answer easy. God is not far from
you. You are the one that is far from Him. Sometimes people want to
pray but do not know what to pray about. This book has been put
together to help you pray result oriented prayers Prayer is asking for
Divine help. Therefore, if you see someone that does not pray, it
means he does not need help. Anyone can pray. The logic here is if
you can talk, then you can pray because prayer is talking to God.
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Prayer is a major instrument used by God to change events. When you
pray expect things to happen. According to Matthew 18:18 you are
responsible for whatever happens around you, because whatever you
allow is allowed and whatever you disallowed in Heaven. Praying
according to the will of God, which is the word of God, is what moves
Him to act on your behalf. When you pray His word, He answers you
speedily. In this book 21 prayer subject is treated with well thought out
prayer points that guarantees instant response.Some of the subjects
treated are: Divine protection Overcoming impossible situation
Families Restoration Business Favour Fruitfulness etc Everything has
the right to remain the same until the prayer button is applied. The
Bible is full of people that changed events and situations by prayer.
You will join the list
Stirring messages for today's Church demands that Christians,
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especially leaders, return to God's priorities in prayer and to seeking
the lost. Striking illustrations of prayer warriors are given.
Imagine what our world might look like if Christians became known
for remarkable love, as well as life-giving truth. The stakes are high
and the need is great for Christians to represent Jesus to a watching
world. And today, we have more influence than ever before--for
better and for worse. We are among the first generations to have
access to a global megaphone through social media. But it's not enough
to speak truth louder to a noisy culture. To counter the reputation
Christians have earned, our love must be just as loud. Ask evangelist
Matt Brown, and he will tell you Christians today are facing a crisis
of influence. In our rush to speak truth to today's tensions, cultural
issues, and trending controversies, it becomes all too easy to focus on
proving our points rather than extending God's grace. Conversely,
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when we seek only to love yet never proclaim a better way, we shortcircuit God's plan. Truth Plus Love invites you to rediscover the
biblical framework for engaging culture as ambassadors of Christ.
Through biblical insight, cultural analysis, and practical principles,
Matt Brown outlines how to champion truth without compromise, how
to love unconditionally, and ultimately, how to step into this great
adventure of representing God to the world. It's hard, it's messy, and
it's the unfinished project of a lifetime, yet here we find our great
adventure: representing God to a watching world.
THOSE who pray know that prayer gets answered by God. In the
ecological culture of prayer and its sublime gestational realm, spiritual
phenomena metamorphose into tangible physical realities as a wellsculpted script in its gamut of performance delivery. Divinity rules in
the affairs of men on this side of the divide depending on how wellPage 37/83
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guided prayer pundits are. This book, ‘PREVAILING PRAYERS OF
INTERCESSION AND SUPPLICATION GUIDES,’ sets out to sensitize
and equip readers by giving a sense of proper direction through a
biblical predisposition to the fact that an unanswered prayer is never
God’s desire. Prayers channeled through the holy vessels of God are
honored by God. Hence, Psalms 66:18 says, “If I regard iniquity in
my heart, the Lord will not hear me.” There are several kinds of
prayer but a prayer of intercession involves standing in the gap as a
bridge for others’ welfare to turn things around and sustain positive
changes. It redirects the vicissitudes of life and makes living much
better for both the prospects or targets of prayer and its subjects who
can spare time to be with God without selfishness and bitterness.
Intercessory prayer moves mountains, removes barriers, breaks yokes
or chains, lifts burdens, rolls away sorrows, gives victory in every
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battle of life, provides calmness in crisis and eases perplexing
situations confronting believers and the world itself in its socioeconomic and political landscapes. In the same breath, through
prayers of supplication, we receive assurance, protection, authority
and dominion. It reveals our dependence on God, takes us to the realm
of the supernatural and moves God to act on our behalves. In these
last days, believers have to be guided to repair the altar of prayer and
get acquainted with God more than ever before according to Job
22:21-30. Many saints of old left us their footprints in the ministry of
intercession and supplication among whom are Abraham, Moses,
Elijah and a host of others. They were all successful in their time. If
only we too would consecrate and commit ourselves to the ministry of
intercession and supplication, we will succeed and make enviable
marks in our churches, homes, environment and nations. More
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importantly, we must believe in the power of intercession in order to
activate it, operate in it, practice it and seek God on behalf of others.
Premised on the foregoing, our prayers must be fervent, effectual and
importunate if we would to get things done and have results. We
ourselves must be sold-out to Jesus and develop a loving beauty of
spirit for other people as we engage in prayer without ceasing. With
our spirit given up to God in intercession, there is hope for our
Churches, nations and ministries. Ultimately, our rewards shall be
great from the Good Lord Who does not owe anyone.
Prevailing Prayer: what Hinders It?
Throne Room Prayers
The Daniel Prayer
Standing in the Gap for Your Children
Powerfully Targeted Prayers for Victory and Breakthrough
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A Journal for All Your Prayers and Praises
Praying the Books of Ephesians, Colossians, Philemon and Philippians
This book contains the "Prison Epistles" in their entirety in the
NKJV translation. It was inspired by Almighty God through
Holy Spirit in the Name of Jesus to use the Holy Scriptures as
a basis for prayer foundation. Praying the Holy Scriptures is
praying the Will of God, which is extremely powerful. Did you
know Almighty God's breath is on each page of the Bible?
Have you ever wondered how to pray the Holy Scriptures? Do
you want to grow in a relationship with Almighty God and pray
His Will to be done on Earth as it is in Heaven? If so, this book
is for you. Today and in the days ahead, we will need to pray
more because prayer moves the Hand of God. Absence of
prayer allows the enemy to gain ground, but our prayers can
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expand our territory and take back all that has been lost and
stolen, giving us back even more in Jesus' name. The
decisions (or lack thereof) that leaders make in the Seven
Mountains of Society - (Government, Media, Arts and
Entertainment, Business, Education, Religion and Family)
affect everyone throughout the whole world, even extending to
future generations. After all, it should be a desire of every
person to want to hear the beautiful words when they meet
with Almighty God face-to-face and hear "well done good and
faithful servant" Matthew 25:23. Nothing else will do.
"O Lord it is because of your mercies which are new every
morning, why we are not consumed" --- Jean Jean was a
prayer warrior and had experienced the power of prayer on
many occasions. Yet, it was her son Jim who was about to
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have a surreal encounter with God. Jim was just sixteen years
old when he travelled from the Caribbean to the USA on a
Missionary Trip. It was on that trip, that Jim had his first
encounter with God. During his missionary trip, Jim developed
a medical condition that could've been easily resolved, if only
medical attention had been available. In addition, the remote
location of the campsite impeded all efforts to get Jim to the
nearest hospital on time. What was seemingly a simple
medical problem was quickly turning into a disastrous
situation. With Jean miles away from her son and upon
learning of his fate, she engages in praying in such a way that
it moved the hand of God to heal her son. This story reveals a
series of encounters that unveil the power a mother's prayer
ministry and Jim's desire to know and prove that the love of
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God is so powerful that it can find us even in the most remote
of situations. There's no place where God cannot find us, no
circumstance that He cannot save us from and no illness that
He cannot heal and restore. Prayer is the key in the hand of
faith that unlocks the boundless treasures of heaven. A true,
heartwarming and profoundly bible based doctrinal story; it
serves as a reminder to the reader that Alfred Tennyson was
correct by saying; "more things are wrought by prayer than this
world can ever dream of"
Prayer That Moves GodKeys to Receiving Quick
AnswerCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Now more than ever intercessors are needed to pray and
usher in the end-time harvest by deploying the keys of the
Kingdom to execute the judgments written against the
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heathens and the wicked. We must know the Dominion
Mandate is still God's original plan for mankind. God wants
man to have dominion in the earth. Until someone prays God
can do nothing for humanity. But, we must also understand the
rules of engagement to be effective in our prayers. In this
book, through the study of the scriptures, stories of the men
and women of renown in the Bible and through recounting the
great revivals and prayer watches of this modern age, we see
that ordinary men and women were able to move God in
prayer. These men and women have moved on to glory. But,
their prayers are still producing power and the mantles they
used to open the heavens and bring God into the affairs of
men are available to us today. This book will empower, edify
and encourage you to pray more effectively so that your
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prayers move God!
Strike the Mark
Prayer Moves the Hand That Moves the World
Moms in Prayer
The Complete Works of Zacharias Tanee Fomum on Prayer
(Volume 3)
Discovering Prayer that Moves the Heart of God
The Complete Works of Zacharias Tanee Fomum on Prayer
(Volume 4)
The Weapon of Prayer (Journal Edition)
Prevailing Prayer by Dwight Lyman Moody, first published in
1884, is a rare manuscript, the original residing in one of the great
libraries of the world. This book is a reproduction of that original,
which has been scanned and cleaned by state-of-the-art publishing
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tools for better readability and enhanced appreciation. Restoration
Editors' mission is to bring long out of print manuscripts back to
life. Some smudges, annotations or unclear text may still exist, due
to permanent damage to the original work. We believe the literary
significance of the text justifies offering this reproduction, allowing
a new generation to appreciate it.
A book for intensely committed or longstanding Christian believers;
prayer experts Jim and Kaye Johns write further here about the
depths and spiritual disciplines involved in an active prayer life.
Prayer is the key to the heart of God that unlocks the door to all the
resources of heaven. It enables us to tap into a supernatural power
source when human effort is insufficient. The simple act of talking
to God is our main method of establishing and maintaining a
vibrant relationship with our Maker. Prayer is the most important,
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and probably the most neglected, activity of the Christian and the
church. Prayer should not just be a crutch in a crisis, but a
consistent lifestyle-our spiritual life support system. When the Bible
urges us to "pray without ceasing", it is more than just a daily
discipline or spiritual duty, it involves an open-ended and ongoing
conversation between you and God. THIS BOOK EXPLORES THE
FOLLOWING TOPICS: What is prayer? - Making prayer a priority
The proper pattern for prayer (The Lord's Prayer) Pointers on how
to pray effectively o Learning to pray with persistence Realizing
and releasing the power of prayer 10 specific reasons for
unanswered prayer Promises to those who pray Reignite your
passion for praying. History proves that God moves when His
people pray! Rediscover how your prayers can make a profound
difference- "The effective, fervent prayer of a righteous man avails
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much." (James 5:16)"
Have you ever wondered why some people pray in congruence with
God's will, heart, and timing, yet the desired answers do not come?
I believe the answer is found in where our prayer actually takes
place. We must direct our prayer towards the Throne room or
Courtroom of Heaven and not only the battlefield. It is in the
Courtrooms of Heaven where our answers and breakthroughs can
be found. When we learn to operate in that realm, we will see our
answers unlocked and released. Christians today know how to pray
all different kinds of prayers but very few have learnt the art of how
to pray Throne Room prayers. The Throne Room is the highest
spiritual realm any human being can ever operate in the realm of
the spirit. Prayers made in this realm swings open a wide door into
the indwelling presence of God Himself. The truth is that many
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prayers are not answered because they never reach the Throne
Room of Heaven. Heaven is obliged to respond to any prayer,
petition or supplication made within the Throne Room. This
publication therefore unveils the reality of praying in the Throne
Room and decodes the divinely coded mysteries and secrets of the
principles, strategies and methods of praying in the Throne Room of
Heaven. This publication is a believer's prophetic guide for
legislating from the heavenlies. It will teach you the legal processes
of operating in the courtroom of Heaven. When we get off the
battlefield and into the courtroom we can grant God the legal right
to fulfil His passion and answer our prayers. We believe that God
will use this book to raise up and train a great number of people
who will comprehend the art of Throne room praying who will be at
the forefront of the work of the Lord in these last days. This secret
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of Throne Room prayers is a lantern on the stern for a lot of
believers who want their prayer life to yield results. Whether you
want a miracle or want to perform one, you should be aware of the
ancient secrets of Throne room that moves heaven and earth. It is
worth exploring the divine truth that every move of God has always
been preceded by a great move of prayer. In this great last move of
God, we are going to first witness a stirring among God's people to
fast and pray. It will sweep through every church, every city and
every nation. Some of God's people may enter the prayer closets for
days while some may even enter the prayer closets for months. This
will culminate in a break out of a heightened degree of signs and
wonders that have never been manifested before in these last days.
Throne Room prayer is the world's greatest untapped resource.
However, lack of proper teaching of how to pray has robbed the
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church of one of the most important weapons of the church. It is for
this reason that in this publication, Apostle Frequency Revelator
reveals the ancient fundamental secrets on Throne room prayer
dynamics which when understood and meticulously observed will
pull you out of 'spiritual bankruptcy', and usher you into great
heights of lucrative 'prayer bank' withdrawals with high interest
miracle yields. It will birth a new dimension of prayers that
instantaneously ushers the presence of God, causes God to move
and urgently act on behalf of humanity and produces results and
generates answers the instant they are prayed. The Apostle gives an
exposition and practical anecdotes on how the court system
accurately mirrors heavenly court room of prayer. He thereafter
expounds on how one can, though a legal and formal path, navigate
spiritual transactions, route by route, from Spiritual prayer bank
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deposits right up to the point of successful prayer bank
withdrawals. Included in this publication is the divine strategy that
can be used to win your specific petition in the Heavenly Court.
Show up where the accuser of the brethren does not expect you, and
win your case! We need to be visiting the Courtroom of Heaven
every day. It is the most wonderful place to be and the Lord is
waiting for us there.
If Your Prayer Life is Not Working, Consider Changing Directions
Prayers and devotions for the spiritual journey
How God Can Use Your Prayers to Move Heaven and Earth
Principles for Powerful Prayer
Keys to Receiving Quick Answer
The Daniel Prayer Study Guide
Prayer - a Spiritual Weapon of Mass Destruction
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No one ever stops being a mom or a dad. So when our children
become adults, we still worry about them—and want to care for
them. One way we can still care for them is to lift them up in prayer.
When we do so, God’s love for them—and for us—is unleashed. We
are able to replace our concern with a love that comes from the heart
of God. Our Father moves mountains of worry and discouragement,
leaving new refreshment and delight in its place. This book is
designed for parents who want to pray for their adult sons and
daughters with the kind of power that makes a real difference in
matters of the heart. This book: Gives parents hope, encouragement,
and a renewed commitment to pray and to relate lovingly to their
adult sons and daughters. Addresses the desire to be a better parent
and shows how parents can best pray for specific needs. Provides
questions for reflection and sharing at the end of each chapter as
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well as instructions for a particular prayer skill that will help readers
grow as a loving parent.
Bestselling Author Inspires Prayer for the Impossible Called
foundational, revolutionary, illuminating, and motivating,
Intercessory Prayer continues to be a classic work after more than 20
years. This rich, biblical teaching is full of fresh insights showing
how vital our prayers are and how God has always planned to work
in partnership with us through prayer. As Dutch explains the nuts
and bolts of prayer with wisdom, gentleness, and humor, readers will
find inspiration and courage to pray for the impossible--and the
persistence to see prayers to completion. A workbook and 8-session
DVD are also available, making this book ideal for small groups,
church classes, or individuals who want to go deeper on their own.
Prayer is how we communicate with God: a personal, spiritual
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exchange. Whether you pray out loud while kneeling or pray silently
in your heart, God hears your prayer. God knows who you are. So
when you pray, be yourself. Be sincere. Be Honest. But most
importantly, remember that prayer is a conversation. No day can be
boring when God is in it, and God is in all our seemingly
insignificant moments in life. (see Psalm 37:23). Prayer should be
like breathing. Prayer enables us to not simply be victims of this
world, but to instead be victors. We can move heaven and earth with
our prayers, because prayer moves the hand of God on our behalf. If
God answered all your prayers this week, would it just change you,
or would it change the world around you? Because our God is a big
God, we should concern ourselves with the bigger picture. We serve
a God who has said, "Listen! The LORD's arm is not too short to
save, nor is his ear too deaf to hear you call." (Isaiah 59:1) Jesus
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taught saying, "I tell you the truth, if you had faith even as small as a
mustard seed, you could say to this mountain, 'Move from here to
there,' and it would move. Nothing would be impossible." (Matthew
17:20)We serve a mountain moving God! A God who does
impossible things on a regular basis. When is the last time you
prayed for something as impossible as moving a mountain? Join this
Journey with me and some Powerful ladies as we share our story on
how we prayed, why we prayed, and the prayers that we prayed &
God moved on our behalf. You have to understand that God answers
prayers & it doesn't take years....!It's okay if you haven't prayed in a
very long time. God is still longing to hear from you. Here is your
moment to Reconnect with God, (like we do in relationships) pray &
watch God move..!
Prayer is an important spiritual discipline, yet for many, it can be
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either confusing, intimidating, or not well understood. On a popular
level, prayer is commonly seen as a means to an end—asking and
receiving from God. But is there much more to prayer? In Touching
God: Discovering Prayer that Moves the Heart of God, you will
discover a new dimension of prayer—one that will deepen not only
this important spiritual discipline in your life, but also your
relationship to God. This book will help you transform your prayer
life from spiritual duty, to one that will touch the very heart of God,
and when we touch the master’s heart, we experience the power of
prayer in unimaginable ways.
Prayers That Move Mountains
Learning How to Pray Effective Prayers that Get Answered
Praying for Our Adult Sons and Daughters
Higher Ground, Deeper Truth
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We Pray and God Moves
The Prayer That Moves the Hand of God
Equipped

“[Prayer] has been the theme of prophets and
apostles, and of all good people in all ages of the
world...” Where God has worked, the people have
prayed. Hannah pleaded for a son and received
Samuel. Elijah called on God and saw fire come
down. Paul and Silas prayed and the prison shook.
Why do some prayers move mountains and others,
barely stones? In Prevailing Prayer, one of the
greatest evangelists of all time explains the elements
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of biblical, powerful prayer. A treasure trove of
stories and illustrations, it will renew your desire to
pray and guide you in best practices. For those who
wonder where the power is, who long to see new
spiritual depths, who need reminding that God can
change a life, Prevailing Prayer is inspiration to pray
humbly and often—to seek by prayer to “move the
Arm that moves the world.” There are certain books
everyone should read… Moody Classics.
What is the one thing that “puts God to work”?
Prayer! In response to His children’s prayers and
petitions, God has promised to answer, to do, and to
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give us “all things whatsoever.” E. M. Bounds
expounds on God’s need of people who pray. He
explains why prayer moves God to act, how
busyness in church activities can hinder prayer, why
Jesus could not dispense with prayer, how the early
apostles gave themselves to prayer, and why prayer
is essential in God’s kingdom. Includes inspiring
sketches of the prayer lives of dedicated Christians,
such as David Brainerd, George Müller, and
Jonathan Edwards. This journal edition includes
room for readers to reflect and add their own
prayers.
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Almighty God in the Name of Jesus and feel the
anointing of Holy Spirit. This book was inspired by
Almighty God through the Holy Spirit in the Name of
Jesus to take the Holy Scriptures from the Books of
Ephesians, Colossians, Philemon, and Philippians
and use them as a basis for prayer foundation.
Praying the Holy Scriptures is praying the Will of
God, which is extremely powerful. Did you know
Almighty God's breath is on each page of the bible?
Have you ever wondered how to pray the Holy
Scriptures? Do you know someone who can pray
prayers that touch your heart? Do you want to grow
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in a relationship with Almighty God and pray His Will
to be done on earth as it is in heaven? If so, this
book is for you. Today and in the days ahead, we will
need to pray more for ourselves and to intercede on
behalf of others. Prayer moves the Hand of God. We
need to have God's blessings, health, healing,
wholeness, safety, protection, provision, wisdom,
discernment, knowledge, understanding, guidance,
direction and all His promises upon our lives, those
we love, the Body of Christ, all leaders, local and
across the globe. The decisions (or lack thereof) that
leaders make in the Seven Mountains of Society Page 63/83
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(Government, Media, Arts and Entertainment,
Business, Education, Religion, and Family) affect
everyone throughout the whole world, even
extending to future generations. Absence of prayer
allows the enemy to gain ground, but our prayers
can expand our territory and take back all that has
been lost and stolen, giving us back even more in
Jesus' name. Shouldn't that be something every
believer in Christ would want? Therefore, we need to
pray for our bloodline, our future descendants, the
Body of Christ and leaders throughout the world
because in the days ahead, gross darkness will
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cover the earth. We need to be holy ambassadors
for Christ, doing our part by taking action and
praying. We need to know what the Bible says, what
our part is and take action to do what God asks of
us. After all, it should be the desire of every person
to want to hear the beautiful words when they meet
with Almighty God face-to-face and hear "Well done,
good and faithful servant!" (Matthew 25:23). Nothing
else will do.
The Complete Works of Zacharias Tanee Fomum on
Prayer (Volume 4) contains the following books: 1)
Revolutionary Thoughts on Prayer (Volume 3) 2)
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Women of the Glory (Volume 1) 3) The Centrality of
Prayer 4) Revolutionary Thoughts on fasting 5) From
His Prayer Files “Life-Changing Thoughts on
Prayer” (Revolutionary Thoughts on Prayer) will
produce a revolution in your life concerning your
personal prayer vision. It will bring you to see the
inadequacy of your perception of prayer. It will push
you to want to know and to experience prayer with
the author as He travels with Christ around the world
in the School and Ministry of Prayer. Women of the
glory, such as, in this case, Anna the prophetess,
come into the scene to demonstrate that you cannot
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love the Lord deeply and not be a person of prayer.
The place of prayer is the place where the deepest
love for the Lord is expressed. A lover who does not
live a life of deep and desperate prayer is not a
lover, but a liar. A lover who does not habitually go
away from the din and dance of the world to
commune with his Lord in prayer is not a lover, but a
theoretician. The centrality of prayer cannot be
overemphasised. Every work of God that is started
continued and perpetuated without prayer may end
up being a work of the enemy. Prayer must be at the
centre of every work of God that will endure. That
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work is begun in prayer, continued in prayer,
sustained in prayer, and finished to completion in
prayer. While prayer is central to the
accomplishment of God’s purposes, fasting is an
acute weapon that the enemy dreads the most. An
empty stomach in the presence of God gnaws, paws
and gores the enemy terribly. It moves God and the
hosts of heaven to siege the enemy, dismantle his
setups, confound his counsel and release captives
from their hands. In this volume, you will travel
through time with the author in his prayer life. You
will experience the daily prayer habits that have
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been cultivated with time. We send this fourth prayer
volume out with a cry to the Lord that He should use
it to lead the saints into practical praying and fasting,
and that prayer should, long, at last, take its central
position in the life, affairs, and destiny of every
believer in Christ.
Before God in Prayer
The Jesus Way to Influence
Prayer Moves God
Meditations of a Christian Hedonist
Desiring God
A Better Way to Pray
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Breakthrough Prayer
This book is completely dedicated to prayer: a
passionate job and a meticulous research that
Beppe Amico – a catholic essayist writer – put in
to realize it. As for Wikipedia, prayer is: “an
invocation or act that seeks to activate a rapport
with a deity, an object of worship, or a spiritual
entity through deliberate communication. Prayer
can be a form of religious practice, may be either
individual or communal and take place in public
or in private. It may involve the use of words or
song. When language is used, prayer may take
the form of a hymn, incantation, formal creed, or
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a spontaneous utterance in the praying person.
There are different forms of prayer such as
petitionary prayer, prayers of supplication,
thanksgiving, and worship/praise. Prayer may be
directed towards a deity, spirit, deceased
person, or lofty idea, for the purpose of
worshipping, requesting guidance, requesting
assistance, confessing sins or to express one's
thoughts and emotions. Thus, people pray for
many reasons such as personal benefit or for the
sake of others. Most major religions involve
prayer in one way or another.”. In this new
orations book there are several prayers together
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with an ample historiography put together by the
curator, who quotes passages from Holy
Scriptures, the Saint’s thoughts about praying,
spiritual aphorisms, notes and ascetic samples to
contextualize every devotion in its own part. The
ascetics agree upon affirming that the true
prayer comes from the heart and it’s the one
that “moves” God. It establish a bridge between
life and afterlife, allows to communicate with
Him in many ways, up to the mystical marriage.
Again from Wikipedia: “As for catholic tradition,
when we pray we are completely aware that we
are elevating to God”, so we are choosing to
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communicate and share on purpose our
problems, our grief, our joy, our sorrow, our
success, our fails with the Almighty. Beppe
Amico ends the book premise with a thought: “In
this book I collected the most widespread and
well-known prayers of Catholic tradition. Those
are the same I have been using for years and I
still use in my own moments of spiritual
meditation. Some of them are so beautiful and
full of meanings to be real gems, able to let us
raise and go on in our own path to reach
perfection. Also available in printed version at
the link: http://www.lulu.com/shop/beppe-amico/
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prayers-and-devotions-for-the-spiritualjourney/paperback/product-21380403.html
Eckhardt takes your prayer life to a whole new
level, and shows you want to pray when you
need God's attention. These prayers guarantee
that you will have God's ear and get victory over
stubborn demons and strongholds in your life.
Prayers of A Child’s Heart, is a fun and exciting
book for children! It expresses short stories from
my childhood in the form of prayers. It is a dialog
between me and God. You could say, I tell him
everything! Yes, the good and the bad. Even
though, I’ve never heard him say one word. His
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blood, grace, and spirit spoke volumes on my
behalf. His manifestation in my life is proof
enough that he heard me and continues to hear
my prayers. I am a witness that God cares and
answers prayers! I have many testimonies!
Therefore, I say to you never think that your
prayer is too odd, short, long, bothersome, or
that it doesn’t matter, because it does. Please
know you don’t have to pray according to
anyone’s approval. In fact, you can go to God
anytime of the day or night in your own way and
believe that he hears and rewards those who
earnestly seek him with a favorable yes, no, or
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wait. I am grateful that he is my Heavenly Father
and he believes in me! In the absence of my
biological father, he has been there for me all
the days of my life. Yes, I make mistakes too, but
thanks to my Savior Jesus Christ, He’s always
there to help me overcome! Prayers of A Child’s
Heart, also encourages children to tap into their
God-given abilities and talents! Please know, it’s
easy for other people to shoot down your ideas,
but don’t you ever do that. You can turn your
ideas and dreams into inventions and
possibilities when you believe in the power of
prayer. In First Thessalonians 5:17 it says, “Pray
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continually!” Not that we should always be on
our knees or calling upon God with bowed heads;
but it show our God that we acknowledge him.
Prayer is a benefit for us; it blesses our lives in
every good or bad situation. Prayer moves God
on our behalf and it moves us forward in every
good work. I hope you enjoy reading this book as
much as I enjoyed writing it. Remember, believe
that God hears you when you pray and always
aspire to let your little light shine! May God bless
you is my prayer! ?
Renowned Bible Teacher, Chinedum Azuh
explores the power of prayer and he provides us
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with the template for receiving answers from
heaven.Prayer That Moves God brings over 26
years of the author's personal experience to the
pages of this book, but most importantly, he
looks to the Bible to unveil how to get results
through prayer. Chinedum Azuh offers practical
methods that will transform your prayer life
beginning today.It's time to move the hands of
God over the affairs of your life!
Discover an Extraordinary Life in God
The Weapon of Prayer
Touching God
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How Should I Pray?

The secret to powerful prayer is found in the fifteenth
chapter of the gospel of John when Jesus says -If you abide
in Me, and My words abide in you, you will ask what you
desire, and it shall be done for you.- The secret is in the
abiding. As we spend time with our Maker in prayer and
in His Word our minds are transformed and our desires
change. As we grow in Christ we begin to act differently
and ask differently. Mother Teresa said -I used to believe
that prayer changes things, but now I know that prayer
changes us and we change things.- Powerful prayer
changes us. Powerful prayer moves us to action. But
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powerful prayer must also move God to do what only He
can do - to move in the hearts of people, to intervene in
worldly events, and to do the impossible. The catch is - He
already wants to move in people's hearts, intervene in
worldly events, and do the impossible; but he is waiting for
us to pray and ask! He has given us the desire to ask and is
waiting on our prayer. Powerful prayer moves us and
moves God. This collection contains what the Bible says
about prayer - one principle or verse at a time. May they
help you to pray, move you to action, and move God in a
powerful way.
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written
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for those who seek to know God better. It unfolds lifeimpacting, biblical truths and has been called a "soulstirring celebration of the pleasures of knowing God."
Bible Verses on Prayer – Prayers for Healing & Prayers
for Strength Do you want to know how to pray, prayers
for healing, and prayers for strength? You too can learn
how to pray these prayers. Prayer is the nerve that moves
the hand of God. Nothing happens until we pray. Prayer
is the weapon that releases the power of God to start
working in your life. In this book you will learn how to
pray, the prayers for healing and the prayers for strength.
Sickness and diseases are not from God. They have no
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legal right to be found in your body. Jesus is our healer. In
His presence there is healing. When Jesus becomes real in
your life, His power and presence is released. When His
power is released, sickness and diseases instantly die and
disappear in His presence. The power of Satan is
destroyed. Download Bible Verses on Prayer – Prayers
for Healing & Prayers for Strength now, and start to walk
in divine health and supernatural strength. Take Action
today! Scroll to the top and select the "BUY" button for
instant download. Tags: bible, bible verses, prayer times,
bible verses of the day, christian, prayer, daily devotional,
daily bible verse, prayers, prayer for healing, haling
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scriptures, how to pray, prayers for healing, prayer time,
the prayer, healing prayer, prayers of intercession, prayer
for strength, prayers for strength, importance of prayer,
prayer points for the church, prayer for the sick,
intercessory prayer, prayers for the sick, power of prayer,
healing prayers, how to pray to God.
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